Abstract
Introduction
Some of the most important problems of computer vision are feature extraction and subsequent localization of those features in a new image. Since it is computationally prohibitive to search for the features over all possible locations and scales, it is necessary to design an algorithm that can selectively focus on and process information from only some regions within the image [4] . In this work we present such an algorithm that is biologically inspired and performs a hierarchical search, from coarse to fine, in order to minimize the computational costs.
Although there are numerous feature detection algorithms, such as the entropy-based feature detector [2] and interest operators [1] , matching is still computationally expensive given that the number of key points is usually over 10,000. [3] . In this paper, we use an approach that places the emphasis on the efficient matching procedure and utilizes top-down information. The model is inspired by human perception and the fact that when we search for an object in an image, our attention shifts from one region to another. In the process, we integrate information from different regions and the past explorations guide our future attempts until we finally localize an object.
The main problem that we address can be formulated as follows: given a collection of (object) features in one image (the reference image), find those feature in a new image where the new image can be a result of non-linear transformations applied to the reference image. In this work we present a computationally efficient algorithm for solving this problem. We introduce a hierarchical representation that captures an object over different scales and is invariant to slight variations in feature locations. We demonstrate the robustness of the algorithm to non-linear image transformations (such as changes in scale, rotation, skew, addition of noise, and changes in brightness and contrast) as well as its computational efficiency on several real world images.
Feature Extraction and Receptive Fields
In this work we extract features using a collection of Gabor filters where a Gabor function is defined as
The inspiration for using these features comes from the fact that simple cells in the visual cortex can be modeled by Gabor filters and the fact that they provide a sparse representation of images [5, 8] . Spatial frequency f 0 and scale σ can be combined using frequency bandwidth φ with
Since the frequency bandwidths of simple and complex cells have been found to range from 0.5 to 2.5 octaves centered around 1.2 and 1.5 octaves [6, 7] , we set φ to 1.5 octaves.
We construct Gabor filters using only phase zero and different phases are crudely approximated by convolving the image with the kernel at all locations. In order to make a system tolerant to spatial distortions, we use a max operator where the pooling range is limited to the area covered by a receptive field whose size is 2 √ 2σ. This range is much smaller than the range used in other articles [9] so that little information is lost about the locations of features. Similarly, we do not apply a max operator over different scales in order to minimize the loss of information. The receptive fields (RFs) are arranged within M different layers. In order to capture features at different scales, the sizes of the RFs differ across the layers (and are the same with a given layer). We set the ratio of the size of a RF in one layer to the size of a RF in the layer of the nearest scale to √ 2. We use 19 feature detectors within each layer and call them elements. Each element is composed of 19 overlapping RFs. In Figure 1 we illustrate two layers (of different scales) and within each layer a group of RFs (bold circles) constitutes an element.
The responses of all RFs within one element form a feature vector. We denote the jth component of a feature vector, representing the response of lth element on mth layer with symbol R j lm , where j indexes RFs and j ∈ [1, 19] . To eliminate local contrast changes, we normalize the outputs of Gabor filters and map them to 16 integers. The feature vector of the mth layer is calculated as,
where ceil rounds a number up to the nearest integer, G j im is the output of the convolution of Gabor filters ψ f0 m ,θ,σm within jth RF, and the normalization is taken over all RFs within the area lth layer covered. The same normalization and mapping procedure is followed on all layers so that we can compare the feature vectors across scales.
Feature Matching and Localization
Given a collection of some "key" points in the reference image, the goal of the algorithm is to find these points in a new image. Since it is computationally prohibitive to search over all possible locations and scales in the image, we use a saliency based algorithm to first select some sub regions and thus reduce non-relevant regions from pre-selection stage.
The idea for searching is based on the multi-scale representation of an object. Matching of features at different scales yields different resolutions. The matching of the larger layers works as coarse scanning and the matching of smaller layers works as fine localization. Suppose we want to localize a feature to the resolution of r × r in a A × B image. The computation complexity for the whole scanning is ABS r 2 , where S is the number of scales at which the object is supposed to be recognizable. Using the M layered representation, we can reduce the complexity to
M , with √ 2 being the ratio of the sizes of 2 adjacent layers. The computational complexity is thus reduced by 2 M . The search is conducted in two stages. First, the matching of the largest layer gives a coarse scanning. For a chosen M layers mask (assuming that we want to detect an object on M scales), we only get the feature vectors of the largest layer for a coarse scanning by placing the M th layer at an initial starting point. Then we match the feature vectors to the template in a nearest neighbor manner. We define the similarity of 2 feature vectors to be,
which takes a value from 0 to 1. Once the nearest neighbors are found, for example, to be the lth element of the M th layer of the new image and the l th element of the m th template. Since the matched elements capture the same region of 2 images, the scale of the new image is then r M −m relative to that of the original image from which we form our template. Also, the matched elements should have the same relative position relative to the center of the mask weighted by the scale if the initial position is correctly placed. If the Next, at the corrected location, feature vectors of the smallest layer are obtained to match the corresponding layer of the template, from which the target is localized.
The algorithm for localizing features in a new image consists of the following steps: a) pre-select some interesting sub regions in a new image with saliency based algorithm; b) choose the central point from each sub region and obtain the feature vectors of the largest layer; c) find the nearest neighbor of the largest layer from the template; d) calculate the relative scale of two images and new initial location; e) localize the target from the new location with the smallest layer;
We illustrate the search algorithm using as an example a Chinese word. First, the template is formed in the image centered around a Chinese word which is located at the training location (T.L.) [197, 259] .
The localization is finished in 2 steps as shown in Figure . The second step proceeds by using information from step 1 (the 1st layer at the corrected location) and repeats the above procedure until reaching the final location [182, 179] which is very close to the correct location.
Searching in each sub region yields one candidate for the object's location in the new image. In a new image that has multiple objects, a threshold is useful to identify the objects. If the prior information is known that there is only one match in a new image, we can simply choose the best one which proves to be effective in the map mapping experiment (the false alarm rate for our representation is small). The final evaluation of these candidate locations is made using the similarity function comparing one element or a set of elements (cf. to the experimental section for the difference of results) centering around each candidate location. We define the evaluation function for each located candidate as,
where i goes from 1 to the max number of elements, and R i and R i are the corresponding feature vectors for that element in the new image and in the old image respectively.
Experimental Examples
In Fig. 3 we illustrate the performance of the system under the following transformations: skew, rotation, scale, addition of pixel noise, and the change of brightness and contrast. The first image is a reference image (800x800) and the second image is a transformed image. We randomly chose 100 points in the first image and searched for those points in the transformed image. We divided the image into 150 by 150 sub regions. In each region we localized a candidate and the best of these candidates was taken to be the recovered point. If it was less than 8 pixels away from the correct location, we classified it as a correct match. We illustrate the results in Table 1 . The first column represents the matching rate when all the elements (T = 19 in Eq. (4)) of the smallest layer are used for the evaluation while the last column represents the matching rate when the evaluation is done using only the matched element. As one can see the performance is lowest when tested on the rotated image. This is to be expected since we did not build a rotationally invariant representation. However, this limitation can be overcome by simply shifting the Gabor intensity matrices [8] .
The second experiment (Fig. 4) is designed to test the performance of the system for localizing object features. We selected five features within the object in the reference image and then placed an object within a completely different environment and changed its location and scale with respect to the reference image. The algorithm was able to accurately localize the correct locations of all the features.
Summary
In this work we present a biologically inspired model that can efficiently search for object feature. We introduce a representation that captures an object over different scales and is invariant to slight variations in feature locations. The algorithm performs a hierarchical search, from coarse to fine, in order to minimize the computational costs. Coarse scanning is done through the matching of the larger scale and precise localization is conducted through the matching of the smaller scale.
The algorithm is very robust to non-linear image transformations such as changes in scale, rotation, skew, addition of noise, and changes in brightness and contrast. We demonstrated the computational efficiency as well as the effectiveness of the algorithm on several real-world images.
